
Time for a 
New Mix?
Gelb’s Top 5 Tips for Refreshing
Your Strategic Marketing Plan
& Finding Your Perfect Marketing Mix

Assess
Current Environment

& Competitive Landscape

Develop your
Marketing Strategy

Refine the
Marketing Program

Set Targets, Benchmark
& Measure

Top 5 TIPS FOR YOUR STRATEGIC MARKETING PLANNING

Benchmark Your Brand and Key Competitors
Continuous monitoring of Brand Equity, including awareness, reputation, satisfaction, preference and likelihood to recom-
mend can help you identify competitive strength and spot trends in near time.  
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Trend Share of Voice for Paid, Owned & Earned Media
Monitor your share of voice in advertising spend, media mentions and social media.  Learn how your organization 
stacks up in terms of website traffic and use of paid search/search engine optimization.  Use this insight to focus on 
opportunities to maximize your marketing mix and grow your share of voice.

Refresh Your Customer Segmentation & Develop Personas
Defining your target market and customers is an important element in developing your marketing strategy.  While most 
organizations can describe their target market in terms of demographics and descriptives, customer segmentation 
can help you better understand the functional and emotional needs.  Discovery of the subtlies and nuances between 
customer segments can strengthen your positioning statement and value porposition.

Calibrate Your Marketing Mix
Do you know the ideal marketing mix to meet your marketing objectives and business goals?  Defining and refining the 
of allocation of marketing dollars across tactics using a consistent methodology and measurement program can ensure 
you are maximizing budget and maintaining alignment with business goals.

Let Us Help You Find Your Perfect Mix
An Endeavor Management Company

Track and Monitor Performance 
Implement a Marketing Dashboard to track use of budgets and resources, critical success factors, and key performance 
indicators to help you demonstrate value, spot trends and inform decision-making.
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Patient Experience Management
Since the early 90s, we’ve been using this 

approach to organize insight development, 
strategy design, and experience monitoring.

Physician Experience Management
Physicians are key influencers in the outpatient 

and inpatient treatment of their patients. 
Treat them as partners and your volumes will 

increase.

Donor Experience Management
Our approach examines the motives of donors 

and their experience in engaging you.

Health Brand Strategy
Using our Brand Trust model, healthcare 
organizations have assessed, repositioned and 
strengthened their health brands using our 
techniques.

Healthcare Marketing Strategy
Gelb has the experience to guide your efforts 
with well-executed marketing research and 
proven methods to organize strategic thinking.

Real-Time Measurement Systems
Learn more about our technology-enabled 
solutions including Insight Dashboards, 
Customer Relationship Management systems 
(CRM), and more.

Our clients’ success stems from our collective belief in the alignment of efforts to 
meet the most fundamental of needs - functional and emotional - in the design 

and delivery of experiences.

When brand, culture, and operations are aligned to meet these needs, customers 
go out of their way to recommend you.

We call this Enchantment.
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